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About Math for America
• The Math for America (MfA) Fellowship is a five-year
program designed to attract, train and retain outstanding
public secondary school math teachers
• Working in NYC, using private funding, to
develop/evaluate model for national replication
• Currently have nearly 50 Fellows working in 38 schools
throughout New York City
• Schools range from small academies of 124 students, to
large schools of nearly 2,000 students
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Our Goal
• Math for America is designed to recruit individuals with
strong mathematics backgrounds into teaching, to train
them to be excellent teachers, and to offer support to
retain them in the profession
• Individuals with mathematics or math related degrees
have many options when choosing a career path
• Our goal is to increase the desirability of teaching as a
career choice for those with strong mathematical
knowledge
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The MfA Fellowship Program
Creating a Corps
• Year 1: Preparation
– Full tuition scholarship to a full-time graduate education program at
a Partner University leading to a master’s in education
– Student teaching experience
– $28,000 MfA stipend

• Years 2 - 5: Teaching
– Position as secondary school math teacher in New York City
– New York City teacher’s salary + MfA stipends totaling $62,000
over four years
– Mentoring, coaching and support services
– Professional development and Corps activities
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Our Partner Universities
• Bard College
• Columbia University & Teachers College
• NYU – Steinhardt School of Education &
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
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Bard College

NYU/Steinhardt School of
Education

Columbia Unviersity/Teachers
College

Program Specifics:
Degree earned

MAT

MA, Secondary Math Education

MA, Secondary Math Education

Certification
earned

NYS Initial certification

NYS Initial certification

NYS Initial certification

Philosophy of
school

Train teachers through a model of
teaching and learning as active
engagement in the practices and
challenges of mathematical thinking.

Length of program

June to June

Teacher preparation with focus on
content mastery and teaching
methods that provoke critical
thought and inquiry-based
learning.
June to June

Primary emphasis of program is to
prepare leaders in education who are
scholars in math as well as
theoretically and practically based
educators.
June to June

Class size

Classes capped at 15

Size ranges from 15 to 25

Size ranges from 20 to 100

# of credits
required

65 course credits

43 course credits

36 course credits

Math content
courses

Taught by mathematicians through the
Bard MAT program.

Taken at the Courant Institute for
Mathematical Sciences at NYU.

Taken through Columbia Department
of Mathematics.

Research project

Two projects required: one in
mathematics and one in pedagogy (done
in conjunction with mentor teacher)

none

none

Student teaching

Fellows work in Bard's partner schools in
NYC for one month in fall and during
spring semester. Mentor teachers
participate in seminars with the Fellows.

Fellows conduct observations in
and out of school settings during
the summer. Student teaching takes
place during both the fall and
spring semesters. Fellows are
placed in student teaching
assignments (based on
preferences) by NYU, which may
include schools with whom we
have special partnerships.

Student teaching takes place during the
spring semester. Fellows seek out two
student teaching placements on their
own (lists of schools and openings are
provided)
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Two Ways of Addressing the Issue of
Mathematical Knowledge
• MfA Fellowships increase the mathematical
knowledge of the teaching pool by making
teaching a more attractive option to those with
strong math proficiency. This means a focus on
recruitment, screening and selection
• Programming is focused on improving Fellows’
mathematical knowledge and pedagogical
practices
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Recruitment, Screening and Selection
• Recruit nationally by communicating with mathematics
and related departments, attending career fairs,
advertising in (including college) newspapers, and
holding information sessions
• Website has a list of FAQs to help potential applicants
understand the process
• Application has three components
– Content Knowledge Test (PRAXIS II)
– On-line application, including letters of
recommendation, transcripts, and a personal
statement
– Interview
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Eligibility Requirements
• Candidates should hold a bachelor's degree with substantial
coursework in mathematics. A minimum of 18 credits in math
courses at the Calculus level or higher are required. Exceptions are
possible for candidates with significant math-related coursework in
physical sciences, engineering or a similar field or with work
experience in a math-intensive job.
• Candidates must be able to make a five year commitment to the
Newton Fellowship Program.
• Individuals currently teaching, are certified to teach, or who have
completed a graduate education degree program are not eligible.
• Candidates must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents of the U.S.
• Math for America staff, Board and Committee members, and their
families, are not eligible.
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Who Applies?
• We have mathematics majors and minors, mathematics
PhDs, Chemical engineers, physics majors, computer
science majors, applied mathematics majors
• Career changers from math driven industries like
investment banking, engineering, software development,
and research science
• We require 18 credits of mathematics at the Calculus
level and above for consideration for admission to the
program
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Screening and Selection
• Mathematicians, mathematics educators, and
community stakeholders are invited to be a part of
screening and selection committees
• Candidates are interviewed by a team of three
• Rubric – “Do the candidates know mathematics and are
they passionate about the subject?”
• Debate between members of the screening and selection
community: What does it mean to know mathematics?
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Sufficient Mathematical Knowledge Statement
• In July 2005, a panel consisting of
mathematicians, math education experts, and
teachers of secondary school mathematics
convened to review the Newton program and
develop a sufficient mathematical knowledge
statement
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Excerpt from the Statement
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Sample Interview Questions
• “Tell me everything you know about the square root of
two.”
• “Why can’t you divide by zero?”
• “Why is a number raised to the zero power one? What
about zero raised to the zero power?”
• “If you had to put together a curriculum, what order
would you teach the following topics: exponentials,
higher order polynomials, linear functions, quadratics?”
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Corps Activities
• Support and professional development
opportunities
• Monthly seminars lead by outside experts and
members of the Math for America community
• Professional development
• Ongoing classroom observations by experienced
math educators
• Social and Network building opportunities
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Samples from a Recent Session
Combinatorics – conducted by Sendhil Revuluri
Bronx Academy of Letters, ‘06 Master Teacher

Sample Slides
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Sample Problem
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Looking Ahead
• Aside from proscribing a number of courses or a
particular type of courses, are there other attributes that
should be considered with regard to mathematical
knowledge and understanding?
• How do you capture those other attributes?
• How do you convince teachers that advancing their own
mathematical knowledge is relevant to their work as
teachers?
• How are these questions different in middle schools than
they are in high schools?
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